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a b s t r a c t

The development of cheap and efficient oxygen reduction and evolution reaction catalysts are important,
which not only push the electrochemical energy systems including water electrolyzers, metal-air batter-
ies, and fuel cells nearer to their theoretical limits but also become the substitute for the expensive noble
metal catalysts (Pt/C, IrO2 or RuO2 and Pt-Ru/C). In this review, the recently reported potential graphene-
based air catalysts such as graphene with non-metals, non-noble metals, metal oxides, nitrides, sulfides,
carbides, and other carbon composites are identified in-light-of-their high oxygen reduction reaction/
oxygen evolution reaction activity and zinc-air battery performance for the development of high energy
density metal-air batteries. Further, the recent progress on the zinc-air batteries including the strategies
used to improve the high cycling-performance (stable even up-to 394 cycles), capacity (even up-to
873 mAh g�1), power density (even up-to 350 mW cm�2), and energy density (even up-to
904 W h kg�1) are reviewed. The scientific and engineering knowledge acquired on zinc-air batteries pro-
vide conceivable development for practical application in near future.
� 2020 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This is
an open access article under the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Until date, the majority of automobile transportation uses tradi-
tional oil fuels and releases a significant amount of CO2 polluting
the environment significantly. Thus, the depletion of fossil fuels
(including petroleum, coal, and natural gas) and increasing energy
demand are the essential challenging problems that cause for the
efficient designing of energy storage devices and discovering of
alternative earth abundant energies [1–12], while several renew-
able energy production technologies being developed as alterna-
tive energy resources, such as solar, wind, hydrothermal and

other renewable energy sources [13]. However, there is a contrast
between renewable energy power production and storage technol-
ogy. The European Union has installed renewable energy storage
capacity of 50 GW, which corresponds to only about 5% of our daily
generation [14]. The US department of energy launched the ‘‘EV
Everywhere Grand Challenge’’ (EV: Electric vehicle) as an initiative
for improved batteries with dramatically reduced cost and weight,
aimed at producing EVs that are as affordable as today’s gasoline-
powered vehicles [15]. Therefore, the need to store energy is
increasing, and energy storage devices are one way to do this. Dif-
ferent types of storage devices have been used based on the storage
requirements, where long-term usage needs batteries, while short
time delivery requires supercapacitors. For the last couple of
decades, with pioneering work on lithium-ion batteries (LIB)
[16–19], there has been a dramatic increase in portable electronic
devices. The emergence of electric and hybrid vehicles demands
the high-energy storage systems due to the limitations of state-
of-the-art LIB. Even the development of high-energy storage sys-
tems is essential to save extra power produced from the renewable
energy storage and deliver to where it is demanding. Thus, there is
a big interest in developing a new type of batteries beyond Li-ion
battery [7–9,13,14,20–22].
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Among the electrochemical batteries, the metal-air batteries
have been given considerable re-attention due to their outstanding
higher energy density. In contrast to the LIB, the cathode breathing
oxygen from the atmosphere serves as a fuel during the cycling
process in the metal-air battery system. Further, it has an infinite
source of the reactant on both anode (metallic sheet) and cathode
(atmospheric oxygen), which results in high theoretical energy
[23–25]. Table 1 shows the theoretical energy density of various
metal-air batteries [26]. Among the various metal-air batteries,
metals such as Ca, Al, Fe, and Zn are suitable for the aqueous sys-
tem with open-air friendly, whereas Li and Mg are mainly suitable
for the non-aqueous system, where their stability is limited at
atmospheric condition [24]. Within this, Li-oxygen and Zn-air bat-
teries (ZAB) have been identified as next-generation energy storage
devices. Although Li-oxygen batteries have a much higher energy
density, the ZAB system could reach commercialization sooner
[27–30]. ZAB has various benefits such as low cost, abundance,
low equilibrium potential, environmental benignity, a flat dis-
charge voltage, and a long shelf life. The most important merit of
ZAB is that the assembly and working of batteries can be per-
formed under ambient conditions (Fig. 1) [26,31,32]. During the
last decades, the primary ZAB have been commercialized for vari-
ous application such as hearing aids in medical applications,
telecommunication, and electronic devices with long operation
time in remote places [32].

For rechargeable ZAB, a number of ways have been proposed,
such as hydraulic, mechanical, and electrical recharging. Each
method of recharging has its own merits and demerits. Working
of hydraulic recharging in ZAB is like fuel cell; there will be a con-
tinuous supply of reactants to the electrodes. Secondly, the
mechanical recharging is similar to the hydraulic method, whereas
it needs a continuous replacement of electrolyte and metallic
anode in the system. However, these two methods require special
requirement and special setup for regeneration. On the other hand,
electrical recharging is like other rechargeable batteries, where the
ZAB recharge by running a current through it without changing the
system [23]. A rechargeable zinc-air battery is composed of three
compartments such as zinc metal as an anode, an air-breathing
electrode as cathode, and an alkaline solution as an electrolyte.
The cathode compartments were named as gas-diffusion electrode
(GDE), which further divided into a gas diffusion layer (GDL) and a
catalytic active layer (CL). The GDL is a porous structure made by
weaving carbon fibers into a carbon cloth or by pressing carbon
fibers together into a carbon paper. The active catalyst plays criti-
cal roles in a typical ZAB application, and it is able to catalyze both
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction
(OER) of the oxygen during the cycling. The GDE was prepared
by a uniform coating of active catalyst into the GDL by brush coat-
ing or spray coating technique. For a rechargeable ZAB system, dur-
ing the cycling process, the Zn/Zn2+ redox reaction occurs at the
anode side and the ORR/OER occurs at the cathode side, simultane-
ously. In a discharge conditions, the oxygen from the atmosphere

diffuses into the GDE due to the oxygen pressure difference
between the outside and inside cell, while the catalyst facilitates
the reduction of oxygen to hydroxyl ions (OH�) in alkaline elec-
trolyte with the help of electrons generated from the oxidation of
zinc metal as the anode reaction. The OH� ions then moved into
anode compartment through the electrolyte, and then it react with
Zn2+ to form a zincate (Zn(OH)42�) ion (Fig. 1). During the continu-
ous cycling, the soluble zincate ions reaches its saturation limit,
and then it is converted into solid ZnO, where the ZnO precipitates
on the surface of the anode as thistle-like structure [26,33]. In view
of thermodynamics, charging is a reversible chemical reaction of
discharging, but this is not easy due to the precipitation of solid
ZnO on the anode. On the other hand, OER is also a reversal of
ORR reaction, where necessarily more O–O bonds are built by
breaking O–H bonds [34,35]. Based on these reactions, GDE is a
vital component of ZAB, and it is called a three-phase reaction spot,
where the solid electrode interfaces with liquid electrolyte, while
the reactant is in the gas form. In recent years, ZAB is advancing,
whereas a number of well-defined challenges with the
rechargeable ZAB exist in the laboratory level, which need to be
addressed to provide superior performance in practical applica-
tions. Moreover, the precipitation of insoluble white ZnO with
thistle-like structure on the surface of the Zn anode, and shape
change and dendrite growth of the Zn anode during repeated
charge–discharge processes could be detrimental to the stability
of ZAB. To avoid structural deformation of metallic zinc, research-
ers developed high surface area anode with different morphology
such as zinc particles, spheres, flakes, ribbons, fibers, and foams
for enhancing the reaction mechanism [26,36].

There are several potential problems associated with the cath-
ode compartment such as (i) low efficiency due to sluggish oxygen
reduction/-evolution reactions kinetics; (ii) atmospheric CO2 possi-
bly react with hydroxyl ions to form carbonates; (iii) formation of
insoluble ZnO discharge product, which deposit on the surface of
GDE; (iv) inadequate understanding of catalysts effect, and (v)
mechanical breakdown generated on the catalyst from the surface
of the GDL due to the oxygen evolution during charging (Fig. 1)
[26,37]. Further, the use of electrocatalysts in the GDE needs to
be investigated for their ability to lower the over-potential for
charge and discharge reactions and enhance the cycle life. To date,
several kinds of precious and non-precious catalysts have been
explored for ZAB, including metal oxides, perovskites, chalco-
genide, allotropes of carbon-based materials, noble metals, and
so on (Fig. 2b) [34,38–45 46–80]. So far noble metals (Pt, Ru, Ir)
and their alloys (Pt-Ru/C) are used in commercial rechargeable
ZAB, whereas they are too expensive to be viable for large-scale
commercial applications [81]. Despite these challenges, recent
experimental and computational work has provided much-
desired information for understanding new catalyst design and
synthesis. These cathode materials essentially improve the cycling
stability of ZAB to some extent; in addition, the cost of the material
should not be compromised. Current challenges in electrocatalyst

Table 1
Metal oxygen battery: theoretical cell voltage, specific capacity, energy density and possible reaction mechanism.

Battery Voltage [V] Theoretical specific capacity [Ah kg�1] Theoretical energy density [Wh kg�1] Reaction

Li–O2 2.96
2.91

1170
1790

3463
5216

2Li + O2–Li2O2

2Li + 1/2O2–Li2O
Na–O2 2.27

2.33
487
687

1105
1600

Na + O2–NaO2

2Na + O2–Na2O2

Ca–O2 3.25
3.28
3.13

600
1400

838
2515
2989

Ca + 2O2–Ca(O2) 2

Ca + O2–CaO2

Ca + 0.5O2–CaO
Zn–air 1.65 658 1085 Zn + 1/2O2–ZnO
Mg–air 3.09 920 2843 Mg + 1/2O2 + H2O–Mg(OH) 2

Al–air 2.71 1030 2791 4Al + 3O2 + 6H2O–4Al(OH)3
K–O2 2.48 377 935 K + O2–KO2
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research not restricted to materials processing by programmable
design and assembly, by understanding and predicting defects
across time and length scales as well as functionalizing defects
for unprecedented properties, and by the discovery of multilateral
systems of extreme environments. Thus, it is anticipated that these
challenges can only be overcome by enhancing basic understand-
ing of electrocatalyst, and that will ultimately enable advancement
in ZAB system (Fig. 2a) [82].

With the Nobel Prize-winning work ‘‘for groundbreaking exper-
iments regarding the two-dimensional material graphene” in 2010,
the development of innovative graphene-based materials is a key
element to design sustainable and resource efficient industries of
modern society [83]. The fundamental understanding of graphene
materials with regard to significant structure–property correla-
tions on different spatial and time scales, the future of direct man-
ufacturing and production processes and efficient modelling and
simulation methods are derisive prerequisites innovation in
graphene-based engineering. From the socio-ecological, technical
and economic point of view, graphene-based materials today have
the extremely important function of an ‘‘enabling material”. The
high-tech system in energy and environmental technology, auto-
motive and aerospace engineering, medical sciences, information
and communication technology, electrical engineering and process
engineering are impossible without key enabling materials and
components based on graphene [84–86]. Graphene, an allotrope
of carbon having a monolayer of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms
tightly packed into a two dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice,
and is a basic building block for graphitic materials of all other
dimensionalities. Graphene has attracted great interest in energy
application due to its band overlap between the valences bands
to the conduction band with almost zero bandgaps [83]. Graphene
is better described as a mother of all graphitic forms and it can be
wrapped up into 0D fullerenes, rolled into 1D nanotubes or stacked
into 3D graphite. Graphene is one of the versatile materials for
various applications due to its peculiar properties such as specific

surface area (2630 m2g�1), intrinsic mobility (200,000 cm2 v�1s�1),
Young’s modulus (1.0 TPa), thermal conductivity (5000 Wm�1K�1),
optical transmittance (97.7%), and good electrical conductivity
(103 Sm�1). In order to produce high quality and quantity of
graphene without losing the properties, various techniques have
been established. They were broadly classified into two kinds:
top-down and bottom-up approaches. The method such as chemi-
cal exfoliation, mechanical exfoliation, and chemical synthesis fit
into the top-down approach, whereas the method such as
pyrolysis, epitaxial growth, and thermal chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) method fit into the bottom-up approach (Fig. 3). For the
preparation of graphene based-air catalysts, the usage of pure
graphene is almost restricted due to the fact that graphene is
almost not soluble, while it cannot be dispersed in water or any
organic solvent [87,88].

Different from graphene, graphene oxide (GO) almost contains a
variety of oxygen functional groups, like hydroxyl and epoxy group
on its basal plane, and carboxyl at its edge. The GO with its out-
standing water solubility, control over the functionalization and
ease in preparation make them the most popular precursor of gra-
phene based-composites. From the literature, GO is synthesized
frequently via chemical oxidation of natural graphite using Hum-
mers and Offeman method in which NaNO3 and KMnO4 dissolved
in concentrated H2SO4 was used to oxidize graphite into graphite
oxide [87,89,90]. In Hummers’ method, first reduces the interlayer
van der Waals forces of the graphitic layer to increase the inter-
layer spacing. Then it exfoliates graphene with a single to few lay-
ers by rapid heating or sonication. To solve the problem associated
with Hummers’ method, various modified Hummers’ method has
been developed for better usage. Various research work have been
reported to improve the electrochemical performance of the cata-
lyst such as non-metals, noble metals, non-noble metals, metal
oxides, perovskites, nitrides, sulfides, and carbides, where the syn-
ergistic coupling between catalysts with graphene-based materials
is a promising approach to create more active sites, and that can

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of a zinc-air battery working in a green technology.
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improve the electrical conductivity, chemical stability due to an
interaction between graphene structures with the electrocatalyst.
The graphene structure possesses the strongest in-plane C–C bond,
while p bond in the out-of-plane contributes to a delocalized net-
work of electrons, which is responsible for electron conduction of
graphene, and that affords weak interaction among graphene lay-
ers or between graphene and catalyst. Further, the electrical and
chemical properties of graphene-based materials are easily tuned
by substituting with heteroatoms, such as N, P, B, and S, which

tailor their electron-donor properties of graphene [91]. The effect
of the dopants on the electrocatalytic properties of the graphene-
based materials is mainly associated with three features of the
dopant element: the number of electrons in the external shell,
the electronegativity, and the size [92–95]. These materials gener-
ally facilitate the charge transfer, which could be mostly due to the
difference in electronegativity between the graphene and the
dopant. If the electronegativity of the dopant is larger, then the
charge difference on the adjacent carbon atoms can be higher,

Fig. 2. (a) Criteria for the selection of bi-functional catalyst. (b) Various kinds of catalysts used for zinc-air battery.
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and hence electrocatalytic activity can be greater. Recently, a large
number of the heteroatom-doped (N, S, B, P, and halogens)
graphene-based materials are focused for metal-air battery appli-
cation due to their high activity and long-term stability. To further
enhance the activity of heteroatom-doped graphene, research is
also conducted on various catalysts such as integration of graphene
with non-metals, noble metals, non-noble metals, metal oxides,
nitrides, sulfides, carbides, and other carbon composites, where
an overall enhancement in the bi-functional activity in metal-air
battery can be achieved due to the synergistic effect exerted by
the dopants and catalyst [84,85]. In this respect, the potential
graphene-based air catalysts such as graphene with heteroatoms,
non-metals, noble metals, non-noble metals, metal oxides, per-
ovskites, nitrides, sulfides, carbides, and other carbon composites
have been reviewed in the present paper in-light-of-their high oxy-
gen reduction reaction/ oxygen evolution reaction activity and
zinc-air battery performance for the development of zinc-air bat-
teries. Moreover, this review further extend the recent progress
on the zinc-air batteries including the strategies used to improve
the high cycling-performance (stable even up-to 394 cycles),
capacity (even up-to 873 mA h g�1), power density (even up-to
350 mW cm�2), and energy density (even up-to 904 W h kg�1).

2. ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery performance of various
kinds of graphene based air catalysts

2.1. Graphene with non-metals

Table 2 depicts the ORR/ OER activity and zinc-air battery per-
formance of various kinds of reported graphene with non-metals
based air catalysts [96–106]. Creating defects on the graphene
can enhance the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Jia et.
al. [101] have observed that DG exhibits high ORR/OER activity
with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by the following
steps: At first, NG was obtained by annealing the graphene with
melamine for 2 h at 700 �C under N2 atmosphere; Finally, DG
was prepared by annealing the NG for 2 h at 1150 �C under N2

atmosphere. NG contains pyridinic, pyrrolic, and graphitic N
whereas DG contains absence of N, and DG is composed of defect
graphene with ID/IG ratio of 1.13, and it contains holes, while it pos-
sesses various structural defects (Fig. 4c) such as pentagons, hep-
tagons, and octagons at the edge of holes, and it exhibits high
wettability (contact angle: 44.3�), and that can possibly enhance
its ZAB performance with ORR/OER activity. They observed that
DG exhibits higher ORR/OER activity than NG. It exhibits high
OER (EJ=10: 1.6 V) and ORR activity (E1/2: 0.76 V; n: 3.87) with
lowDE of 0.84 V. ZAB with DG affords 100 mAmg�1 at 1 V and high
power density of 154 mW mg�1 at 195 mA mg�1. ZAB with DG
(Fig. 4a) exhibits initial polarization voltage of ~0.76 V with negli-
gible increased polarization voltage of ~0.03 V (Fig. 4b) after 95
cycles at 10 mA mg�1 with Zn foil as anode and 6 M KOH with
0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte, which indicates its much high
performance.

Doping N with graphene can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB
performance. Tian et. al. [97] have observed that NG exhibits high
ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by the
following steps: At first, a powder was obtained by dissolving
dicyandiamide and monohydrate glucose in water followed by
drying; Finally, NG was prepared by heating the powder at
580 �C for 4 h followed by 850 �C for 6 h under Ar atmosphere. It
is composed of N-doped graphene, and it possesses wrinkled sheet
structure, and it exhibits some disordered areas in the graphene
layer, and it contains O–C, O@C, and O–C@O bonds, and it contains
pyridinic N at 398.2 eV, pyrrolic N at 400.2 eV, and graphitic N at
400.9 eV, where the N-doped graphene can provide spontaneous
adsorption and fast solid-state diffusion of oxygen on ultra-large
graphene surface, and that can possibly enhance its ZAB perfor-
mance with ORR activity. It exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2:
�0.18 V (vs Ag/AgCl)). ZAB with NG affords high capacity of
793 mA h g�1 at 100 mA cm�2 and power density of 218 mW cm�2.

N-doped graphene obtained through carbonization of natural
rice can create edge effects and topological defects, and that can
enhance the ORR/OER activity. Tang et. al. [100] have observed that
NG exhibits high ORR/OER activity. It was prepared by direct car-

Fig. 3. The conventional methods commonly used for the synthesis of graphene [87] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, Springer Nature).
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bonization (at 950 �C for 1.5 h under Ar atmosphere) of sticky rice
as carbon precursor, Mg(OH)2 as a template, and melamine as a
nitrogen source. It is composed of N-doped graphene, and it con-
tains pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, and quaternary N, and it exhibits ID/
IG ratio of 1.24, which suggests the existence of holes and edge
defects, and it exhibits high surface area (1100 m2 g�1), and it pos-
sesses mesoporous structure, and it contains sp2 hybridized N–C
bonds, and it contains nanosized holes all over the plane, and it
contains C and N, which are uniformly distributed, and that can
enhance its ORR/OER activity. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10: 1.67 V)
and ORR activity (E1/2: 0.77 V; n: ~3.8) with low DE of 0.9 V. ZAB
with NG exhibits OCP of 1.42 V and power density of 3 mW cm�2.

Preparing N-doped graphene with electron-withdrawing pyri-
dinic N and electron-donating quaternary N can serve as active sites
for ORR and OER, respectively, and that can enhance the ORR/OER
activity and ZAB performance. Yang et. al. [102] have observed that
NG exhibits high ORR/OER activity with high ZAB performance. It
was prepared by the following steps: At first, fine powder mixture
wasobtainedbygrindingthemelamineandL-cysteineatamassratio
of 4:1; Finally, NGwasprepared bypyrolysis of themixture at 600 �C
for 2 h followed by carbonization at 1000 �C for 2 h under Ar atmo-
sphere. It is composed of N-doped graphene, and it possesses 3D
structured nano-ribbon networks with entangled and crumpled
wrinkle-like structures, and it exhibits high surface area (~530 m2

g�1), and it contains mesopores and, it exhibits a pore volume of
~2.9 cm3 g�1, and it contains pyridinic N (1.45 atomic %), pyrrolic N
(0.95 atomic %) and quaternary N (2.8 atomic %), where electron-
withdrawing pyridinic N moieties (p-type domain, Fig. 4d) can act
as active sites for OER, while electron-donating quaternary N (n-
type domain, Fig. 4d) can serve as active sites for ORR, and it exhibits
the ID/IGratioof3.34,whichsuggestsitshighdisorderedcarbonstruc-
ture, and it possesses small mean average crystallite size of the sp2

domains (1.3 nm), while it exhibits low sp2/sp3 ratio (0.36), which
indicates itshighedgesites,whichcanenhanceelectron transfer rate
and electrocatalytic activity, and that can possibly enhance its ORR/
OER activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10:
1.66 V) and ORR activity (E1/2: 0.84 V; n: ~3.95) with low DE of
0.82 V. ZAB with NG exhibits OCP of 1.46 V, 20 mA cm�2 at 1.09 V,

capacityof873mAhg�1andpowerdensityof65mWcm�2. ZABwith
NG affords initial polarization voltage of ~0.8 V with an increased
polarization voltage of ~0.2 V after > 150 cycles at 2 mA cm�2 with
Zn foil as an anode and 6M KOHwith 0.2M ZnCl2 as the electrolyte,
which indicates its high performance.

Preparing N-doped exfoliated graphene can enhance the ZAB
performance. Lee et. al. [106] have observed that N-ex-G exhibits
high ZAB performance. It was obtained by one-step thermal reduc-
tion and NH3 treatment at 1100 �C under an extreme heating rate
(>150 �C sec�1). It is composed of N-doped exfoliated graphene,
and it possesses wrinkled surfaces and wavy edges, and it exhibits
hexagonal symmetry, which suggests the existence of symmetrical
three-fold sp2 bonding of carbon atoms, and it exhibits ID/IG ratio of
1.14, and it contains pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, and quaternary N, and
that can possibly enhance its ZAB performance. ZAB with N-ex-G
affords 47.6 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V and power density of 42.4 mW cm�2.

S-doped graphene foam prepared from food (idly) can enhance
ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Patra et. al. [103] have
observed that S-doped graphene foam exhibits high ORR/OER
activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by the follow-
ing steps: At first, S-doped graphene-idli was obtained using S-
doped graphene and rice flour through microwave treatment;
Finally, S-doped graphene foam was prepared by calcination of
the S-doped graphene-idli for 1 h at 300 �C under air atmosphere,
where the furnace had been pre-heated at 80 �C prior to calcina-
tion. It is composed of S-doped graphene foam, and it contains–
C–S–C–at 163.7 and 164.3 eV, and–C–SOx–C–at 169.8 eV
(Fig. 4e), and it possesses porous, rough, crumpled, and sponge-
like structure, and it exhibits high surface area (499 m2 g�1) with
a pore volume of 0.522 cm3 g�1, and that can possibly enhance
its ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR
and OER activity with low DE of 0.65 V. ZAB with S-doped gra-
phene foam exhibits high OCP of ~1.40 V, ~ 250 mA cm�2 at
0.6 V, and power density of ~300 mW cm�2. ZAB with S-doped gra-
phene foam affords negligible increased polarization voltage after
cycled for 125 h at 1 mA cm�2 with carbon tape coated Zn powder
as an anode and O2-saturated 6 M KOH with 0.2 M ZnCl2 as the
electrolyte, which suggests its high performance.

Table 2
ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery performance of various kinds of reported graphene with non-metals based air catalysts [96–106].

Air Catalyst (graphene
with non-metals)

ORR/OER activity Zinc-air battery performance Ref.

B, N-pG-O E1/2: 0.86 V; n: 3.84 to 3.95 OCP: ~1.39 V; Power density: 30.43 mW cm�2; RZAB: Increased polarization voltage of ~0.55 V after
30 cycles at 1 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH as electrolyte.

[96]

NG E1/2: �0.18 V (vs Ag/AgCl) Capacity: 793 mA h g�1 at 100 mA cm�2; Power density: 218 mW cm�2 [97]
Def-SN-GLC E1/2: 0.849 V; n: 3.96 OCP: 1.5 V; 20 mA cm�2 at 1.24 V; Power density: 252 mW cm�2 [98]
MPSA-GO n: 3.7 Power density: 310 W g�1 [99]
NG EJ=10: 1.67 V; E1/2: 0.77 V;

DE: 0.9 V; n: ~3.8
OCP: 1.42 V; Power density: 3 mW cm�2 [100]

DG EJ=10: 1.6 V; E1/2: 0.76 V;
DE: 0.84 V; n: 3.87

100 mA mg�1 at 1 V; Power density: 154 mW mg�1 at 195 mA mg�1; RZAB: Initial polarization
voltage of ~0.76 V with negligible increased polarization voltage of ~0.03 V after 95 cycles at
10 mA mg�1 with Zn foil as anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte.

[101]

NG EJ=10: 1.66 V; E1/2: 0.84 V;
DE: 0.82 V; n: ~3.95

OCP: 1.46 V; 20 mA cm�2 at 1.09 V; Capacity: 873 mA h g�1; Power density: 65 mW cm�2: RZAB:
Initial polarization voltage of ~0.8 V with increased polarization voltage of ~0.2 V after > 150 cycles at
2 mA cm�2 with Zn foil as anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M ZnCl2 as electrolyte.

[102]

S-doped graphene foam DE: 0.65 V OCP: ~1.40 V; ~250 mA cm�2 at 0.6 V; Power density: ~300 mW cm�2; RZAB: Negligible increased
polarization voltage after cycled for 125 h at 1 mA cm�2 with carbon tape coated Zn powder as anode
and O2-saturated 6 M KOH with 0.2 M ZnCl2 as electrolyte.

[103]

N-CNTs-HGF E1/2: 0.85 V; n: 3.9 OCP: 1.43 V; 10 mA cm�2 at ~0.55 V; Capacity: 625 mA h g�1; Energy density: 614 W h kg�1; Power
density: ~8.5 mW cm�2; RZAB: Increased polarization of ~0.17 V after > 60 cycles at 5 mA cm�2 with
Zn foil as anode and solid electrolyte gel as electrolyte.

[104]

SN-G E1/2: 0.842 V; n: 3.98 Capacity: 767 mA h g�1; Power density: 201 mW cm�2. [105]
N-ex-G n: 4 47.6 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V; Power density: 42.4 mW cm�2. [106]

EJ=10 (vs. RHE): Overpotential for OER to achieve 10 mA cm�2; E1/2 (vs. RHE): Half-wave potential of ORR at–3 mAcm�2; DE: EJ=10–E1/2; n: electron transfer number for ORR;
ORR: Oxygen Reduction Reaction; OER: Oxygen Evolution Reaction; RHE: Reference hydrogen electrode; Ref.: Reference; OCP: Open circuit potential; RZAB: Rechargeable
Zinc-Air Battery; G: Graphene; p: porous; Def: Defect enriched; GLC: Graphene-like carbon; MPSA: Melamine–phytic acid supermolecular aggregate; DG: Defect graphene;
CNTs: Carbon nanotubes; HGF: Holey graphene framework; ex: exfoliated.
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of the ZAB with DG as air cathode [101], (b) Charge–discharge cycling of ZAB with DG as air cathode at 5 mA mg�1 (blue line) and 10 mA mg�1

(red line) [101], and (c) HAADF image of DG acquired at 80 kV acceleration voltage, where hexagons (orange), pentagons (green), heptagons (blue), and octagons (red) are
labeled using different colors [101] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim). (d) Schematic diagram illustrates the
OER and ORR occurring at various active sites on the p- and n-type domains of the NG [102] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, American Association for the
Advancement of Science). (e) High-resolution XPS spectra of S 2p obtained from S-doped graphene foam [103] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, Elsevier).
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Preparing S, N co-doped graphene-like electrocatalyst can
enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Zhang et. al.
[105] have observed that SN-G exhibits high ORR activity with high
ZAB performance. It was prepared from keratin as precursor along
with potassium hydroxide activation, followed by high-
temperature graphitization and NH3 treatment. It is composed of
S, N co-doped graphene-like nanobubble and nanosheet hybrids,
and it exhibits much high surface area (1799 m2 g�1) with a pore
volume of 1.01 cm3 g�1. Further it exhibits ID/IG ratio of 1.04, and
characteristic peak of graphene (Raman spectra: ~2700 cm�1),
and it contains predominant C-sp2 (73%) with C-sp3, C–N, C–O
and C@O. The presence of pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N, graphitic-N,
thiophene-S, and oxidized-S, and that can possibly enhance its
ORR activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR activity
(E1/2: 0.842 V; n: 3.98). ZAB with SN-G exhibits high capacity of
767 mA h g�1 and power density of 201 mW cm�2.

Preparing defect enriched S, N co-doped graphene-like carbon
can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Zhang et. al.
[98] have observed that Def-SN-GLC exhibits high ORR activity
with high ZAB performance. It was obtained from cystine as a pre-
cursor through KOH activation and NH3 injection at high tempera-
ture. It is composed of defect enriched S, N co-doped graphene-like
carbon, and it contains carbon nanosheets with sub-transparent
and wrinkled lamellar properties, which possesses similar mor-
phology of graphene. The high surface area (1309 m2 g�1) with
pore volume of 0.86 cm3 g�1, and it exhibits ID/IG ratio of 1.09,
and it exhibits characteristic peak of graphene (Raman spectra:
~2700 cm�1). Further, it contains pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N,
graphitic-N, thiophene-S, and oxidized-S, and that can possibly
enhance its ORR activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high
ORR activity (E1/2: 0.849 V; n: 3.96). ZAB with Def-SN-GLC affords
high OCP of 1.5 V, 20 mA cm�2 at 1.24 V and power density of
252 mW cm�2.

B, N co-doped graphene with graphitic N and BC3 can facilitate
the ORR activity. Qin et. al. [96] have observed that B, N-pG-O cat-
alyst exhibits high activity for ORR. It was prepared by the follow-
ing steps: At first, N-pG-O was obtained by hydrothermal
treatment of N-pG with 8 M HNO3 for 12 h at 60 �C; Finally, B,
N-pG-O was obtained by annealing N-pG-O with boric acid for
15 min at 1000 �C. It is composed of B, N co-doped porous gra-
phene, and it possesses honeycomb-like porous structure, and it
exhibits high surface area (1303 m2 g�1), and it contains graphitic
N and BC3, and it shows ID/IG ratios of 1.05, and that can possibly
enhance its ORR activity. They observed through density functional
theory (DFT) that the synergistic effect between BC3 and graphitic
N can enhance the reduction of oxygen. It exhibits high ORR activ-
ity (E1/2: 0.86 V; n: 3.84 to 3.95). ZAB with B, N-pG-O affords open
circuit potential (OCP) of ~1.39 V and power density of 30.43 mW
cm�2. Moreover, ZAB with B, N-pG-O air–cathode exhibits
increased polarization voltage of ~0.55 V after 30 cycles at
1 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as an anode and 6 M KOH as the elec-
trolyte, which indicates its reasonable performance.

Integrating the holey graphene framework with CNTs can
enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Cheng et. al.
[104] have observed that N-CNTs-HGF (HGF: Holey graphene
framework) exhibits high ORR activity with high ZAB performance.
It was prepared by the following steps: At first, GO was obtained by
oxidation of natural graphite powder through a modified Hum-
mers’ method; Then, Fe2O3/HGF was obtained by hydrothermal
treatment of GO with FeCl3 and KOH/H2O/ethylene glycol at
180 �C for 6 h followed by heat treatment at 850 �C for 2 h under
Ar atmosphere; Finally, N-CNTs-HGF was obtained by annealing of
Fe2O3/HGF with melamine at 800 �C for 2 h under Ar/H2 atmo-
sphere followed by removal of Fe with concentrated HCl. It is com-
posed of crooked bamboo-like N-doped CNTs, which are anchored
on the holey graphene framework. The structure contains

pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N, and graphitic-N, while it shows C–N–C at
285.2 eV, and it contains C–C at 284.8 eV, C–O at 286.6 eV, O–
C@O at 289 eV, and C@O at 288.3 eV, which are attributed to the
graphene and CNT based materials, and it contains mesopores,
and that can possibly enhance its ORR activity and ZAB perfor-
mance. It exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2: 0.85 V; n: 3.9). All-
solid ZAB with N-CNTs-HGF exhibits high OCP of 1.43 V,
10 mA cm�2 at ~0.55 V, the capacity of 625 mA h g�1, an energy
density of 614 W h kg�1, and power density of ~8.5 mW cm�2.
All-solid ZAB with N-CNTs-HGF is bendable, which indicates its
flexibility, and it affords increased polarization of ~0.17 V after > 60
cycles at 5 mA cm�2 with Zn foil as an anode and solid electrolyte
gel as the electrolyte, which indicates its high performance.

Preparing N, P co-doped carbon framework through pyrolysis of
a supermolecular aggregate of self-assembled phytic acid, mela-
mine, and graphene oxide can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB
performance. Zhang et. al. [99] have observed that MPSA-GO
(MPSA: Melamine–phytic acid supermolecular aggregate) exhibits
high ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by
self-assembling melamine and phytic acid into MPSA in the pres-
ence of graphene oxide, followed by pyrolysis at 1000 �C for 1 h
under argon atmosphere. It possesses 3D porous carbon networks,
which are co-doped with nitrogen and phosphorus, and it contains
graphitic sp2 carbon at 284.6 eV, and it exhibits C–N and/or C@N at
285.6 eV, P–C bond at ~131.6 eV and P–O bond at ~133.2 eV, and it
contains pyridinic N at 398.3 eV, pyrrolic N at 400.1 eV, graphitic N
at 401.2 eV, and oxidized N at 403.7 eV, and that can possibly
enhance its ORR activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high
ORR activity. ZAB with MPSA-GO exhibits high power density of
310 W g�1.

Thus, various strategies including creating defects on the gra-
phene [101], doping N with graphene [97], N-doped graphene
obtained through carbonization of natural rice [100], preparing
N-doped graphene with electron-withdrawing pyridinic N and
electron-donating quaternary N [102], preparing N-doped exfoli-
ated graphene [106], S-doped graphene foam prepared from food
(idly) [103], preparing S, N co-doped graphene-like electrocatalyst
[105], preparing defect enriched S, N co-doped graphene-like car-
bon [98], B, N co-doped graphene with graphitic N and BC3 [96],
integrating holey graphene framework with CNTs [104], and
preparing N, P co-doped carbon framework [99] enhanced the
ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance.

2.2. Graphene with non-noble metals

Table 3 depicts the ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery per-
formance of various kinds of reported graphene with non-noble
metals based air catalysts [107–116]. Integrating Fe/Fe3C@C
nanoparticles with graphene framework can facilitate the elec-
tron/charge transport and that can enhance the ORR/OER activity
and ZAB performance. Wang et. al. [107] have observed that Fe/
Fe3C@C-NG/NCNTs exhibits high ORR/OER activity with high ZAB
performance. It was prepared by the following steps: At first, GO
was obtained by modified Hummer’s method; Then, a powder
was obtained by sonicating the SBA-15 with GO suspension for
2 h followed by freeze-drying for 48 h; Later, black powder was
obtained by heating the powder with FeCl3�6H2O and dicyandi-
amide at 550 �C for 4 h followed by heating at 800 �C for 1 h under
N2 atmosphere; Finally, Fe/Fe3C@C-NG/NCNTs was obtained by
washing the black powder with 10% HF for 24 h followed by drying.
It is composed of a–Fe/Fe3C@C nanoparticles, which are
enwrapped in 3D N-doped graphene and bamboo-like CNTs. It
exhibits ID/IG ratio of 0.7, which indicates the existence of such
high degree of graphitization, which can be ascribed to the co-
existence of graphene and bamboo-like CNTs. It possesses meso-
pores and macropores, while it exhibits high surface area
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(117.6 m2 g�1), which can enhance the mass transport and afford
abundant active sites, and it contains pyrrolic-N, pyridinic-N/Fe-
N, graphitic-N, oxidized-N, Fe0, Fe2+, and Fe3+, where Fe–Nx can
be formed when the pyridinic-N coordinate with Fe, which could
facilitate its ORR activity, and it exhibits high turnover frequency
of 3.06 e site�1 s�1 on the basis of Fe–Nx sites, and it contains
C@O, C–OH, and C–O–C. The existence of these hydrophilic
oxygen-containing groups can enhance the three-phase contact
among the electrode, electrolyte, and reactants, and that can possi-
bly enhance its ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits
high OER (EJ=10: 1.68 V) and ORR activity (E1/2: 0.84 V; n: 3.90 to
4.00) with low DE of 0.84 V. ZAB with Fe/Fe3C@C-NG/NCNTs exhi-
bits high capacity of 682.6 mA h g�1, energy density of
764.5 W h kg�1, power density of 101.2 mW cm�2, OCP of 1.37,
and 10 mA cm�2 at 1.12 V for 40 h. ZAB with Fe/Fe3C@C-NG/NCNTs
affords initial polarization voltage of 0.89 V with an increased
polarization voltage of 0.13 V after 297 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with
Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as elec-
trolyte, which indicates its high performance.

Preparing Fe–N active sites, and integrating CNTs and graphene
with MOF can enhance its activity and electronic conductivity, and
that can enhance the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Yang
et. al. [110] have observed that Fe-MOF@CNTs-G exhibits high
ORR/OER activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by
the following steps: At first, MIL-53(Fe) was obtained by
hydrothermal treatment at 150 �C for 6 h; Then, a mixture was
obtained by ultrasonic treatment of MIL-53, (NH4)2S2O8, and mel-
amine, while the mixture was frozen overnight; Finally, Fe-
MOF@CNTs-G was obtained by heating the above product at
240 �C for 2 h and 900 �C for 1 h under N2 atmosphere. It contains
graphite carbon and Fe3C phase, and it is composed of graphene-
like structure, which is formed around the MOFs, while short CNTs
also emerges on the surface of MOFs, where homogenous Fe3C
nanoparticles are enwrapped at the end of the CNTs. The structure
contains C, N, O, and S, which are uniformly distributed, and it pos-
sesses a high surface area (90 m2 g�1), and it contains C@C, C–C, C–

S, C–N–C/C@O, pyridinic N (24.8%), pyrrolic N (24.8%), Fe–N
(24.8%), and graphitic N (25.6%), and it exhibits the ID/IG ratio of
0.93, which indicate the existence of defects, and it exhibits high
electrochemically active surface area (8.03 mF cm�2). The high sur-
face area within this material can afford abundant Fe–N active sites
and facilitate the transfer of the reactants, while CNTs and gra-
phene can enhance the electronic conductivity of the MOF sub-
strate, and that can possibly enhance its ORR/OER activity and
ZAB performance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10: 1.646 V) and ORR
activity (E1/2: 0.873 V; n: 3.92 to 3.99) with low DE of 0.773 V.
ZABwith Fe-MOF@CNTs-G exhibits high capacity of 637.4mA h g�1,
energy density of 734.1 W h kg�1, power density of 95.3 mW cm�2,
and OCP of 1.414 V. ZAB with Fe-MOF@CNTs-G affords initial polar-
ization voltage of 1.01 V with negligible increased polarization
voltage of 0.04 V after 100 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as
anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte, which
indicates its much high performance.

Integrating NiFe nanoparticles with graphene can alter the elec-
tronic modulation and that can enhance the ORR/OER activity and
ZABperformance.Zhuet.al. [115]haveobservedthatNiFe@NCXexhi-
bits high ORR/OER activity with high ZAB performance. It was pre-
pared by the following steps (Fig. 5a): At first, NiFe-MIL was
obtained by hydrothermal treatment at 100 �C for 15 h; Then, amix-
turewasobtainedbystirringthesuspensioncontainingNiFe-MILand
melamineinethanolfollowedbyevaporation;Later, themixturewas
pyrolyzed at 600 �C for 1 h and 800 �C for 1 h under N2 atmosphere;
Finally, NiFe@NCX was prepared by pickling the pyrolysis product
with 1MHCl for 8 h at 80 �C to remove the unstablemetal species. It
possesses3Dflake-likestructure,anditiscomposedofultra-fineNiFe
nanoparticles (cubic NiFe2 phase), which are encapsulated by N-
doped thin graphene nanosheets; It contains Fe, Ni, C and N, which
are uniformly distributed, and it exhibits high surface area (350 m2

g�1), and it ismesoporous, and it exhibits ID/IG ratioof<1,which indi-
cates the existence of highly ordered graphitic structure, which can
enhance its electrical conductivity, and it contains pyridinic N at
398.9eVandquaternaryNat400.9eV,and thatcanpossiblyenhance

Table 3
ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery performance of various kinds of reported graphene with non-noble metals based air catalysts [107–116].

Air Catalyst (graphene
with non-noble metals)

ORR/OER activity Zinc-air battery performance Ref.

Fe/Fe3C@C-NG/NCNTs EJ=10: 1.68 V; E1/2: 0.84 V; DE:
0.84 V; n: 3.90 to 4.00

OCP: 1.37; 10 mA cm�2 at 1.12 V for 40 h; Capacity: 682.6 mA h g�1; Energy density:
764.5 W h kg�1; Power density: 101.2 mW cm�2; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.89 V
with increased polarization voltage of 0.13 V after 297 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as
anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte.

[107]

Co-N-rGO E1/2: 0.831 V; n: 3.75 300 mA cm�2 at 0.65 V; Capacity: 795 mA h g�1; Power density: 175 mW cm�2. [108]
Co,N-CNT-NG E1/2: 0.85 V; n: 3.96 Power density: 88 mW cm�2. [109]
Fe-MOF@CNTs-G EJ=10: 1.646 V; E1/2: 0.873 V;DE:

0.773 V; n: 3.92 to 3.99
OCP: 1.414 V; Capacity: 637.4 mA h g�1; Energy density: 734.1 W h kg�1; Power density: 95.3
mW cm�2; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 1.01 V with negligible increased polarization
voltage of 0.04 V after 100 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOHwith 0.2 M
Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte.

[110]

Co/N/O-G DE: 0.95 V OCP: 1.44 V; Capacity: 750 mA h g�1; Energy density: 840 W h kg�1; Power density: 152 mW
cm�2; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of ~1.00 V with increased polarization voltage of
~0.12 V after 180 cycles at 2 mA cm�2 with Zn foil as anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M ZnCl2 as
electrolyte.

[111]

Ag NW-GA n: 4 OCP: 1.48 V; 206 mA cm�2 at 1.0 V; Capacity: 637.3 mA h g�1; Energy density: 794.5 W h kg�1;
Power density: 331 mW cm�2.

[112]

Co@NG-acid E1/2: 0.83 V; n: >3.8 255 mA cm�2 at 1 V; Power density: 350 mW cm�2. [113]
Cu–N@G E1/2: 0.80 V; n: 3.96 142 mA cm�2 at 1 V; Power density: ~210 mW cm�2. [114]
NiFe@NCX EJ=10: 1.555 V; E1/2: 0.86 V; DE:

0.695 V; n: 4.1
Capacity: 583.7 mA h g�1; Energy density: 732.3 W h kg�1; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of
0.39 V with increased polarization voltage of 0.29 V after 205 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn
plate as anode and 6 M KOH as electrolyte.

[115]

CoFe-N-rGO-Vulcan E1/2: �0.133 V (vs Hg/HgO); n:
3.7

30 mA cm�2 at 1.0 V; Capacity: ~630 mA h g�1; Power density: 155 mW cm�2. [116]

EJ=10 (vs. RHE): Overpotential for OER to achieve 10 mA cm�2; E1/2 (vs. RHE): Half-wave potential of ORR at–3 mAcm�2; DE: EJ=10 � E1/2; n: electron transfer number for ORR;
ORR: Oxygen Reduction Reaction; OER: Oxygen Evolution Reaction; RHE: Reference hydrogen electrode; OCP: Open circuit potential; RZAB: Rechargeable Zinc-Air Battery;
Ref.: Reference; G: Graphene; CNTs: Carbon nanotubes; Gr: Graphite; rGO: reduced graphene oxide; MOF: Metal organic framework; NW: Nanowire; GA: Graphene aerogel;
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itsORR/OERactivityandZABperformance. ItexhibitshighOER(EJ=10:
1.555V) andORRactivity (E1/2: 0.86V;n:4.1)with lowDEof 0.695V.
ZAB with NiFe@NCX exhibits high capacity of 583.7 mA h g�1, and
energydensity of 732.3Whkg�1 (Fig. 5). ZABwithNiFe@NCX affords
initialpolarizationvoltageof0.39Vwith increasedpolarizationvolt-

age of 0.29V after 205 cycles (Fig. 5e) at 10mAcm�2with Zn plate as
anode and 6 M KOH as electrolyte, which indicates its high
performance.

Integrating Vulcan carbon with CoFe-N-rGO can spatially sepa-
rate the CoFe-N-rGO layers and can improve its conductivity, and

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of NiFe@NCX, (b) Schematic diagram of Zn–air battery with NiFe@NCX catalyst, (c) Discharge curves and power density of
zinc–air battery with NiFe@NCX and IrO2 + 20% Pt/C, respectively, (d) Charge and discharge polarization curves for the zinc–air battery with NiFe@NCX and IrO2 + 20% Pt/C,
respectively, and (e) Cycle stability for 205 cycles of the rechargeable Zn–air battery with NiFe@NCX and IrO2 + 20% Pt/C, respectively, where the galvanostatic discharge–
charge cycling curves were conducted at 10 mA cm�2 at a duration of 600 s per cycle [115] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society).
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that can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Kashyap
et. al. [116] have observed that CoFe-N-rGO-Vulcan exhibits high
ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by the
following steps: At first, CoFe-N-rGO was obtained by hydrother-
mal treatment at 130 �C for 12 h; Then, CoFe-N-rGO was annealed
at 150 �C for 12 h; Finally, CoFe-N-rGO-Vulcan was obtained by
mixing the 2:8 ratio of CoFe-N-rGO and Vulcan carbon. It is com-
posed of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, which are homogeneously
distributed on the N-rGO, while CoFe-N-rGO layers are spatially
separated by Vulcan carbon (Fig. 6a), and it exhibits high surface
area (187 m2 g�1), and it contains micro/mesopores, and it contains
pyridinic N and pyrrolic N, and it contains Co2+, Co3+, Fe2+, and Fe3+,
and that can possibly enhance its ORR activity and ZAB perfor-
mance. It exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2: �0.133 V (vs Hg/HgO);
n: 3.7). ZAB with CoFe-N-rGO-Vulcan exhibits high capacity of
~630 mA h g�1, the power density of 155 mW cm�2, and
30 mA cm�2 at 1.0 V.

Preparing Co nanoclusters distributed on N-doped carbon can
enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Gao et. al. [108]
have observed that Co-N-rGO exhibits high ORR activity with high
ZAB performance. It was prepared by the following steps: At first,
Co-MOF/GO was obtained by hydrothermal treatment at 120 �C
for 36 h; Then, the above product was pyrolyzed at 850 �C for
2 h under N2 atmosphere; Finally, Co-N-rGO was obtained by pick-

ling the pyrolysis product with 3.0 M HCl for 12 h. It is composed of
Co nanoclusters (Diameter: � 1–2 nm), which are uniformly dis-
tributed on N-doped carbon, and it contains Pyridinic-N, Pyrrole-
N, Graphitic-N, an N-oxide, and it contains graphitic carbon, C–O,
and C@O bonds, and it exhibits ID/IG ratio of 0.95, which suggests
the existence of a high degree of graphitized carbon, and it exhibits
high surface area (179 m2 g�1), and it contains mesopores, and that
can possibly enhance its ORR activity and ZAB performance. It
exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2: 0.831 V; n: 3.75). ZAB with Co-
N-rGO exhibits high capacity of 795 mA h g�1, a power density of
175 mW cm�2, and 300 mA cm�2 at 0.65 V.

Preparing Co/N/O tri-doped graphene with intrinsic structural
defects and atomically dispersed Co–Nx–C active sites can enhance
the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Tang et. al. [111] have
observed that Co/N/O-G exhibits high ORR/OER activity with high
ZAB performance. It was prepared by the carbonization of a pow-
dery mixture at 950 �C for 1.5 h under Ar atmosphere, where the
mixture was composed of gelatinized amylopectin, in situ gener-
ated Mg(OH)2 nanoflakes, melamine, and cobalt nitrate. It is com-
posed of Co/N/O tri-doped graphene (Fig. 6b), and it exhibits much
high surface area (541.5 m2 g�1), and it contains micro/mesopores.
It exhibits ID/IG ratio of 1.32, which suggests the existence of much
high defects, and it contains pyridinic N, Co–Nx, pyrrolic N, quater-
nary N, oxidized N and chemisorbed N, where the pyridinic N

Fig.6. (a) TEM image of CoFe-N-rGO-Vulcan [116] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society). (b, c) Co/N/O-G [111] (Reproduced with
permission: Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim): (b) Schematic illustration of the Co/N/O-G catalyst (Grey atom: Carbon; Blue atom: Nitrogen;
Yellow atom: Oxygen; Red atom: Cobalt), and (c) Flexible solid ZAB (Cathode: Co/N/O-G; Anode: Zn foil; Electrolyte: poly(vinyl alcohol) gel). (d) Co K-edge spectra of Co@NG-
acid, Co@NG, and Co foil [113] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim). (e) TEM image of Ag NW-GA [112]
(Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).
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bound to Co is up-shifted with � 1 eV from pristine pyridinic N (�
398.4 eV), while C–N shoulder noticeably shifts to higher binding
energy, which can be ascribed to the strong electron-
withdrawing effect of cobalt coordinated with the nitrogen in
Co–Nx–C moieties. The decreased electron density in adjacent C
atoms can enhance the adsorption of ORR/OER intermediates, that
can facilitate the electron transfer, and that can possibly enhance
its ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR/
OER activity with low DE of 0.95 V. ZAB with Co/N/O-G exhibits
high capacity of 750 mA h g�1, energy density of 840 W h kg�1,
power density of 152 mW cm�2, and OCP of 1.44 V. ZAB with Co/
N/O-G affords initial polarization voltage of ~1.00 V with increased
polarization voltage of ~0.12 V after 180 cycles at 2 mA cm�2 with
Zn foil as anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M ZnCl2 as electrolyte.
Moreover, solid ZAB is constructed (Fig. 6c), where Co/N/O-G, Zn
foil, and poly(vinyl alcohol) gel are used as cathode, anode, and
electrolyte, respectively, and it is flexible, while it delivers stable
potential during charge/discharge cycling even at different bent
state.

Preparing cobalt nanoparticles encapsulated in N-enriched gra-
phene shells with hollow graphene spheres can afford Co-N-C
active sites, and that can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB perfor-
mance. Zeng et. al. [113] have observed that Co@NG-acid exhibits
high ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by
the following steps: At first, cobalt analogue of Prussian blue (PB-
Co) was obtained by co-precipitation method; Then, Co@NG was
prepared by annealing the PB-Co at 600 �C for 1 h under Ar atmo-
sphere; Finally, Co@NG-acid was obtained by treating the Co@NG
with 1 M HCl for overnight. It is composed of metallic cobalt
nanoparticles (Fig. 6d), which are enwrapped in N-enriched gra-
phene shells, while it possesses hollow graphene spheres due to
the leaching of Co by acid treatment. It contains � 10 wt% of Co
in both Co2+, Co3+, while it contains pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, and
quaternary N, where Co-N-C active sites could be formed, and that
can possibly enhance its ORR activity and ZAB performance. It
exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2: 0.83 V; n: >3.8). ZAB with Co@NG-
acid exhibits a high power density of 350 mW cm�2 and
255 mA cm�2 at 1 V.

Preparing Co, N-co doped CNT/graphene heterostructure can
generate pyridinic N-C and Co-N active sites, and that can enhance
the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Yang et. al. [109] have
observed that Co, N-CNT-NG exhibits high ORR activity with high
ZAB performance. It was prepared by the following steps: At first,
dried precursor was obtained by stirring the solution containing
0.2 g of g-C3N4 and 0.17 M CoCl2�6H2O for 24 h followed by evap-
oration; Finally, Co, N-CNT-NG was prepared by pyrolyzing the
above precursor at 550 �C for 2 h and then at 800 �C for 2 h under
N2 atmosphere. It is composed of Co, N-co doped CNT/graphene
heterostructure, where Co nanoparticles are enwrapped by CNT/-
graphene heterostructure, and it contains C, N, and Co, which are
uniformly distributed. It contains pyridinic N, pyrrolic N/Co-N,
quaternary N, oxidised pyridinic N, where pyridinic N-C and Co-
N species can act as highly electroactive sites, and that can possibly
enhance its ORR activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR
activity (E1/2: 0.85 V; n: 3.96), while ZAB with Co, N-CNT-NG exhi-
bits a power density of 88 mW cm�2.

Preparing the graphene matrix with Cu(I)-N active sites can
enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Wu et. al. [114]
have observed that Cu–N@G exhibits high ORR activity with high
ZAB performance. It was prepared by pyrolysis of solid-phase pre-
cursors containing copper phthalocyanine and dicyandiamide at
800 �C for 2 h under Ar atmosphere, followed by acid treatment
(0.5 M H2SO4) for 12 h at 70 �C to eliminate unstable Cu species.
It is composed of Cu atoms, which are embedded in the graphene
matrix, it contains Cu, N and C, which are uniformly distributed,
and it contains pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, graphitic N, and oxidized

N. It possesses much high surface area (333.877 m2 g�1), and it
contains mesopores, while their electrochemical and theoretical
studies reveal that Cu(I)-N is considered as the active site for cat-
alyzing the ORR, where O atoms prefer to adsorb on Cu atoms in
Cu-N2, and that can possibly enhance its ORR activity and ZAB per-
formance. It exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2: 0.80 V; n: 3.96). ZAB
with Cu–N@G exhibits high power density of ~210 mW cm�2 and
142 mA cm�2 at 1 V, which indicates its high performance.

Integrating Ag NW with graphene aerogel can inhibit restacking
of graphene sheets and facilitate electronic conductivity, and that
can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Hu et. al.
[112] have observed that Ag NW-GA exhibits high ORR activity
with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by mixing the Ag
NW and GO suspensions followed by hydrothermal self-assembly
for 3 h at 90 �C. It is composed of Ag NW, which are tightly attached
to the graphene sheets, while 0D Ag nanocrystals are uniformly
distributed on the graphene sheets (Fig. 6e). Ag NW-graphene
aerogel possesses an open sponge structure, where Ag NW inhibits
the restacking of graphene sheets, and facilitate electronic conduc-
tivity, and act as an Ag source for the ultrasmall Ag nanocrystals
deposition, and that can possibly enhance its ORR activity and
ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR activity. ZAB with Ag NW-
GA exhibits high capacity of 637.3 mA h g�1, the energy density
of 794.5 W h kg�1, the power density of 331 mW cm�2, OCP of
1.48 V, and 206 mA cm�2 at 1.0 V, which indicates its high
performance.

Thus, several strategies including integrating Fe/Fe3C@C
nanoparticles with graphene framework [107], integrating NiFe
nanoparticles with graphene [115], integrating Vulcan carbon with
CoFe-N-rGO [116], preparing Co nanoclusters on N-doped carbon
[108], preparing Co/N/O tri-doped graphene [111], preparing
cobalt nanoparticles encapsulated in N-enriched graphene shells
with hollow graphene spheres [113], preparing Co, N-co-doped
CNT/graphene heterostructure [109], preparing graphene matrix
with Cu(I)-N active sites [114], integrating Ag NW with graphene
aerogel [112], and preparing Fe–N active sites and integrating CNTs
and graphene with MOF [110] improved the ORR/OER activity and
ZAB performance.

2.3. Graphene with metal oxides

Table 4 depicts the ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery per-
formance of various kinds of reported graphene with metal oxides
based air catalysts [37,117–126]. Preparing MnO2 nanofilm on N-
doped hollow graphene can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB per-
formance. Yu et. al. [120] have observed that MnO2-NG exhibits
high ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by
template method and mild oxidation process through the follow-
ing steps: At first, SiO2@rGO was obtained by drying the silica/-
graphene oxide suspension for overnight at 80 �C followed by
heating at 850 �C for 2 h under N2 atmosphere; Then, hollow gra-
phene spheres was obtained by removal of SiO2 templates by etch-
ing with 10 wt% of HF for 12 h at room temperature; Later, NG was
prepared by hydrothermal treatment of the above hollow graphene
with NH4OH at 180 �C for 8 h followed by annealing at 800 �C for
2 h under N2 atmosphere; Finally, MnO2-NGwas obtained by treat-
ing NG with 0.012 mol L�1 of KMnO4 at 60 �C for 2 h followed by
annealing at 800 �C for 2 h under N2 atmosphere. It is composed
of MnO2 nanofilms, which are uniformly anchored on the transpar-
ent N-doped hollow graphene spheres, and it exhibits high surface
area (302 m2 g�1) with pore volume of 1.8 cm3 g�1. It contains C, N,
O and Mn, which are homogenously distributed, while it contains
84.9 at % of C, 2.3 at % of N, 8.7 at % of O and 4.1 at % of Mn; It con-
tains graphitic N, pyridinic N, pyrrolic N and N-oxides, where gra-
phitic N and pyridinic N can enhance much ORR activity, and it
contains C–O and Mn4+, and that can possibly enhance its ORR
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activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2:
0.84 V; n: 3.65 to 3.85). ZAB with MnO2-NG exhibits high capacity
of 744 mA h g�1 at 10 mA cm�2, a power density of 82 mW cm�2,
OCP of 1.48 V, and discharge voltage of 1.14 V at 25 mA cm�2,
which indicates its high performance.

Ionic liquid (IL) moiety can increase the conductivity and elec-
trocatalytic activity of rGO while integrating Mn3O4 with rGO-IL
can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Lee et. al.
[125] have observed that Mn3O4@rGO-IL exhibits high ORR activity
with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by facile solution-
based growth mechanism. They observed that rGO-IL exhibits
higher ORR activity than rGO, while Mn3O4@rGO-IL exhibits high-
est ORR activity than rGO-IL. It is composed of crystalline Mn3O4

nanoparticles, which are anchored on the rGO-IL nanosheet, where
ionic liquid moiety not only increases the conductivity but also
increases the electrocatalytic activity compared with pristine
rGO, while the synergic effect between Mn3O4 and rGO-IL can facil-
itate its catalytic activity, and that can possibly enhance its ORR
activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR activity, while
ZAB with Mn3O4@rGO-IL exhibits high power density of 120 mW
cm�2.

Integrating CoMn2O4 with NrGO can enhance the ORR/OER
activity and ZAB performance. Prabu et. al. [124] have observed
that CoMn2O4/NrGO exhibits high ORR/OER activity with high
ZAB performance. It was prepared by hydrothermal treatment at
150 �C for 3 h. It is composed of CoMn2O4 nanoparticles
(~20 nm), which are dispersed on N-doped rGO (Fig. 7a), where
CoMn2O4 possesses tetragonal structure, and it contains meso-
pores, and it contains pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N and quaternary-N,
where the synergistic effect between the spinel cobalt manganese
oxide and nitrogen-doped graphene sheets can facilitate its elec-
trocatalytic activity, and that can possibly enhance its ORR/OER
activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10: 1.66 V)
and ORR activity (E1/2: 0.75 V; n: 4) with low DE of 0.91 V. ZAB
with CoMn2O4/NrGO affords initial polarization voltage of 0.7 V

with increased polarization voltage of 0.16 V after 100 cycles at
20 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH as electrolyte,
which indicates its high performance. Moreover, Prabu et. al. [37]
have observed that CoMn2O4/NrGO exhibits high ZAB performance
by consuming oxygen from the atmosphere. ZAB with CoMn2O4/
NrGO exhibits high capacity of 610 mA h g�1 and OCP of 1.15 V.
ZAB with CoMn2O4/NrGO (Fig. 7b) affords initial polarization volt-
age of 0.7 V with increased polarization voltage of 0.36 V after 200
cycles at 20 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH as elec-
trolyte, which indicates its high performance.

Integrating MnCoFeO4 with N-rGO can enhance the ORR/OER
activity and ZAB performance. Zhan et. al. [126] have observed that
MnCoFeO4-N-rGO exhibits high ORR/OER activity with high ZAB
performance. It was prepared by hydrothermal treatment at
150 �C for 3 h. It is composed of MnCoFeO4 nanoparticles (~5
nm), which are uniformly dispersed on N-rGO nanosheets, where
MnCoFeO4 is comprised of Mn and Co atoms, which are displaced
some Fe atoms from the Fe3O4 lattice. It contains pyridinic N at
399.1 eV and graphitic N at 400.5 eV, and Mn3+, Co2+ and Fe3+,
and that can possibly enhance its ORR/OER activity and ZAB perfor-
mance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10: 1.71 V) and ORR activity (E1/2:
0.78 V; n: 3.8) with low DE of 0.93 V. ZAB with MnCoFeO4-N-
rGO exhibits OCP of 1.46 V. ZAB with MnCoFeO4-N-rGO affords ini-
tial polarization voltage of ~1.25 V with negligible increased polar-
ization voltage after 75 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as an
anode and 6 M KOH as an electrolyte.

Functionalizing graphene oxide with 1-hexyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride molecules can enhance the ionic con-
ductivity and mechanical properties of the solid electrolyte, and
that can enhance the ZAB performance. Zarrin et. al. [121] have
observed that Co3O4

5-HMIM-GO exhibits high ZAB performance. 5-
HMIM-GO was prepared by the following steps (Fig. 7c): At first,
GO nanosheets were functionalized with HMIM in an aqueous
solution containing KOH; Finally, 5-HMIM-GO was obtained by
vacuum filtration method. 5-HMIM-GO solid electrolyte is com-

Table 4
ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery performance of various kinds of reported graphene with metal oxides based air catalysts [37,117–126].

Air Catalyst (graphene
with metal oxides)

ORR/OER activity Zinc-air battery performance Ref.

Fe0.5Co0.5Ox-NrGO DE: 0.74 V; n: 3.94 to 3.96 OCP: 1.43 to 1.44 V; Capacity: 756 mA h g�1 at 10 mA cm�2; Energy density: 904 W h kg�1; Power
density: 82 mW cm�2; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.79 V with increased polarization
voltage of 0.1 V after 60 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M ZnCl2
as electrolyte.

[117]

rGO-Co3O4 � 47.2 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of ~1.5 V with increased polarization
voltage of ~0.25 V after 100 cycles at 50 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH as
electrolyte.

[118]

FeNi3@G@Fe-NiOOH EJ=10: 1.52 V RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of ~0.525 V with increased polarization voltage of ~0.275 V after
360 cycles at 1 mA cm�2 with Zn foil as anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte.

[119]

MnO2-NG E1/2: 0.84 V; n: 3.65 to 3.85 OCP: 1.48 V; 25 mA cm�2 at 1.14 V; Capacity: 744 mA h g�1 at 10 mA cm�2; Power density: 82 mW
cm�2.

[120]

Co3O4
5-HMIM-GO � OCP: 1.25 V; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of ~0.9 V with negligible increased polarization

voltage after 60 cycles at 200 mA g�1 with zinc pellet as anode and 5-HMIM-GO as electrolyte.
[121]

Co3O4-NG E1/2: �0.11 V (vs Hg/HgO); n:
3.7

OCP: 1.52 V; Capacity: ~590 mA h g�1; Energy density: ~840 W h kg�1; Power density: ~190 mW
cm�2.

[122]

Co-CoO/NrGO EJ=10: 1.47 V; E1/2: 0.78 V; DE:
0.69 V; n: 3.7 to 3.9

35 mA cm�2 at 1.08 V. RZAB: Polarization voltage of 1.26 V at 50 mA cm�2 with zinc plate as anode
and 6.0 M KOH as electrolyte.

[123]

CoMn2O4/NrGO EJ=10: 1.66 V; E1/2: 0.75 V; DE:
0.91 V; n: 4

RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.7 V with increased polarization voltage of 0.16 V after 100
cycles at 20 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH as electrolyte.

[124]

CoMn2O4/NrGO � OCP: 1.15 V; Capacity: 610 mA h g�1; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.7 V with increased
polarization voltage of 0.36 V after 200 cycles at 20 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6M KOH as
electrolyte.

[37]

Mn3O4@rGO-IL n: 3.5 Power density: 120 mW cm�2 [125]
MnCoFeO4-N-rGO EJ=10: 1.71 V; E1/2: 0.78 V; DE:

0.93 V; n: 3.8
OCP: 1.46 V; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of ~1.25 V with negligible increased polarization
voltage after 75 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH as electrolyte.

[126]

EJ=10 (vs. RHE): Overpotential for OER to achieve 10 mA cm�2; E1/2 (vs. RHE): Half-wave potential of ORR at �3 mAcm�2; DE: EJ=10 � E1/2; n: electron transfer number for ORR;
ORR: Oxygen Reduction Reaction; OER: Oxygen Evolution Reaction; RHE: Reference hydrogen electrode; OCP: Open circuit potential; RZAB: Rechargeable Zinc-Air Battery;
Ref.: Reference; rGO: reduced graphene oxide; G: Graphene; Co3O4

5-HMIM-GO: Co3O4 with 5-HMIM-GO as electrolyte, where 5-HMIM-GO is composed of a freestanding
graphene oxide electrolyte membrane, which is functionalized by 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride molecule; rGO-IL: Ionic liquid modified reduced graphene oxide.
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Fig. 7. (a) TEM image of CoMn2O4/NrGO (Inset: Pristine GO) [124] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2014, Elsevier). (b) C–D potential gap vs cycle number of ZAB with
CoMn2O4/NrGO as cathode at 20 mA cm�2 [37] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society). (c) Schematic illustration of the experimental
procedure used for functionalizing GO nanosheets with HMIM [121] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society). (d) TEM image of Co3O4-NG
[122] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society).
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posed of graphene oxide, which is functionalized with 1-hexyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride molecules through both covalent
and non-covalent bonds, where covalent bond induced by esterifi-
cation reactions, while non-covalent bond induced by electrostatic
pcation–pstacking. It exhibits high hydroxide conductivity at 30% RH
and room-temperature, and it is free-standing and flexible mem-
brane, and it possesses high mechanical properties (Tensile
strength: 35.49 MPa; Young’s Modulus: 1.7 GPa; Elongation at
break: 2.13%; Toughness: 0.37 MPa), where the toughness of 5-
HMIM-GO is boosted to ~62% when compared to that of bare GO.
It contains C, O, and N, which are uniformly distributed, and it
exhibits the ID/IG ratio of 1.6, which suggests the existence of high
defects, and it contains 4.89 atomic % of N, 37.67% of O, and 57.43%
of C. It contains highly intense C–C/C–H peak at 284.99 eV along
with–C–N, C@O, O@C–OH, N–C–N, and O@C–N�, and that can pos-
sibly enhance its ZAB performance. ZAB with Co3O4

5-HMIM-GO exhi-
bits OCP of 1.25 V. ZAB with Co3O4

5-HMIM-GO affords initial
polarization voltage of ~0.9 V with negligible increased polariza-
tion voltage after 60 cycles at 200 mA g�1 with zinc pellet as anode
and 5-HMIM-GO as a solid electrolyte, which indicates its much
high performance.

Integrating Co3O4 with N doped graphene can enhance the ORR
activity and ZAB performance. Singh et. al. [122] have observed
that Co3O4-NG exhibits high ORR activity with high ZAB perfor-
mance. It was prepared by hydrothermal treatment at 120 �C for
24 h. It is composed of spinel Co3O4 spherical nanoparticles
(~60 nm), which are well dispersed on N doped graphene
(Fig. 7d). It contains pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N, and quaternary-N,
and it exhibits the ID/IG ratio of 1.39, which suggests the existence
of high defects, and that can possibly enhance its ORR activity and
ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2: �0.11 V (vs
Hg/HgO); n: 3.7). ZAB with Co3O4-NG exhibits high capacity of
~590 mA h g�1, the energy density of ~840 W h kg�1, the power
density of ~190 mW cm�2, and OCP of 1.52 V.

Integrating Co3O4 nano-rods with reduced graphene oxide can
enhance the conductivity and defects, and that can enhance the
ZAB performance. Shen et. al. [118] have observed that rGO-
Co3O4 exhibits high ZAB performance. It was prepared by
hydrothermal treatment at 120 �C for 5 h followed by annealing
at 300 �C for 2 h. They observed that it exhibits higher conductivity
than Co3O4. It is composed of crystalline Co3O4 nano-rods, which
are dispersed on the surfaces of the reduced graphene oxide, and
it exhibits ID/IG ratio of 1.043, which suggests the existence of
defects, and it exhibits high conductivity, and that can possibly
enhance its ZAB performance. ZAB with rGO-Co3O4 exhibits
47.2 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V. ZAB with rGO-Co3O4 affords initial polariza-
tion voltage of ~1.5 V with an increased polarization voltage of
~0.25 V after 100 cycles at 50 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as the anode
and 6 M KOH as an electrolyte, which indicates its high
performance.

Preparing predominant metallic Co with small fraction of its
oxides anchored on N-doped reduced graphene oxide can enhance
the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Liu et. al. [123] have
observed that Co-CoO/NrGO exhibits high ORR/OER activity with
high ZAB performance. It was prepared by hydrothermal treatment
followed by pyrolysis. They observed that Co-CoO/NrGO exhibits
higher ORR activity than CoO/NrGO (Fig. 8a). It is composed of crys-
talline Co-CoO nanorods, which are enwrapped with N-rGO, where
Co-CoO is comprised of predominant metallic Co with minor CoO.
It contains Co0 and Co2+, and that can possibly enhance its ORR/
OER activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10:
1.47 V) and ORR activity (E1/2: 0.78 V; n: 3.7 to 3.9) with low DE
of 0.69 V. ZAB with Co-CoO/NrGO exhibits 35 mA cm�2 at 1.08 V.
ZAB with Co-CoO/NrGO affords polarization voltage of 1.26 V at
50 mA cm�2 with zinc plate as an anode and 6.0 M KOH as the
electrolyte.

Integrating amorphous bimetallic oxide with N-doped reduced
graphene oxide can enhance the conductivity, electrochemically
active surface area, and create oxygen deficiency, and that can
enhance the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Wei et. al.
[117] have observed that Fe0.5Co0.5Ox-NrGO exhibits high ORR/
OER activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared from
Prussian blue analog nanocrystals by low-temperature (at
300 �C) oxidative decomposition of the FeaCo1�a/polyethylen-
imine/GO hybrid (Fig. 8b). It is composed of amorphous bimetallic
oxide (Fe0.5Co0.5Ox) nanoparticles, which are dispersed on N-doped
reduced graphene oxide, it exhibits high conductivity, and it exhi-
bits high oxygen deficiency (23.9%). It exhibits the ID/IG ratio of
1.06, which suggests the existence of defects, and it exhibits pyri-
dinic N (18.24%), pyrrolic N (18.75%), graphitic N (47.12%), and oxi-
dized N (15.89%), where the existence of abundance graphitic N
can facilitate the ORR activity, and it affords high electrochemically
active surface area (6 cm2 at 0.1 mg), and that can possibly
enhance its ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. It shows the
better OER and ORR activity with low DE of 0.74 V. ZAB with Fe0.5-
Co0.5Ox-NrGO exhibits the high capacity of 756 mA h g�1 at
10 mA cm�2, the energy density of 904 W h kg�1, the power den-
sity of 82 mW cm�2, and OCP of 1.43 to 1.44 V. ZAB with Fe0.5Co0.5-
Ox-NrGO affords initial polarization voltage of 0.79 V (Fig. 8c) with
increased polarization voltage of 0.1 V after 60 cycles at 10mA cm�2

with Zn plate as the anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M ZnCl2 as an
electrolyte.

Integrating Fe-doped NiOOH with graphene-encapsulated FeNi3
can enhance the OER activity and ZAB performance. Wang et. al.
[119] have observed that FeNi3@G@Fe-NiOOH exhibits high OER
activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by arc dis-
charging method followed by electrochemical activation. They
observed that FeNi3@G@Fe-NiOOH exhibits higher OER activity
than FeNi3@Fe-NiOOH, Fe-NiOOH@G, and Fe-NiOOH. It is com-
posed of Fe-doped NiOOH, which are grown on graphene-
encapsulated FeNi3 nanodots. It contains Ni0, Ni3+ and Fe3+, and
that can possibly enhance its OER activity and ZAB performance.
It exhibits high OER activity (EJ=10: 1.52 V). ZAB with FeNi3@G@-
Fe-NiOOH affords initial polarization voltage of ~0.525 V with an
increased polarization voltage of ~0.275 V after 360 cycles at
1 mA cm�2 with Zn foil as the anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M
Zn(O2CCH3)2 as the electrolyte.

Thus, various strategies including preparing MnO2 nanofilm on
N-doped hollow graphene [120], integrating Mn3O4 with rGO-IL
[125], integrating CoMn2O4 with NrGO [124], integrating
MnCoFeO4 with N-rGO [126], functionalizing graphene oxide with
1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride molecules [121], integrat-
ing Co3O4 with N doped graphene [122], integrating Co3O4 nano-
rods with reduced graphene oxide [118], preparing predominant
metallic Co with small fraction of its oxides anchored on N-
doped reduced graphene oxide [123], integrating amorphous
bimetallic oxide with N-doped reduced graphene oxide [117],
and integrating Fe-doped NiOOH with graphene-encapsulated
FeNi3 [119] enhanced the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance.

2.4. Graphene with nitrides

Table 5 depicts the ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery per-
formance of various kinds of reported graphene with nitrides, sul-
fides, carbides, and other carbon composites based air catalysts
[127–133]. Integrating Ni3FeN with NrGO can enhance its conduc-
tivity, and that can enhance the ORR/OER activity and ZAB perfor-
mance. Fan et. al. [128] have observed that Ni3FeN-NrGO exhibits
high ORR/OER activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared
by heat treatment at 700 �C for 2 h under NH3 atmosphere. They
observed that Ni3FeN-NrGO exhibits higher conductivity than Ni3-
FeN, Ni3N/rGO and Ni3N. It is composed of 2D Ni-Fe nitride nano-
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plates (~8 nm), which are strongly anchored with the N-doped
reduced graphene oxide, and it exhibits high conductivity, and that
can possibly enhance its ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. It
exhibits high OER (EJ=10: 1.63 V) and ORR activity (E1/2: ~ 0.7 V; n:
3.8) with low DE of ~0.93 V. ZAB with Ni3FeN-NrGO affords initial
polarization voltage of 0.77 V (Fig. 9a) with negligible increased
polarization voltage of 0.05 V after 180 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with
Zn as the anode and 4 M KOH as the electrolyte.

Preparing CoSx@C3N4 integrated with reduced graphene oxide
having porous structure can afford sufficiently exposed active sites,
and that can enhance the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance.
Niu et. al. [127] have observed that CoSx@C3N4/rGO exhibits high
ORR/OER activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by
the following steps: At first, porous g-C3N4 was obtained by con-

trolled pyrolysis of Co2+/melamine networks at 500 �C for 1 h
under air atmosphere; Finally, CoSx@C3N4/rGO was prepared by
mixing porous g-C3N4 with GO followed by heating with sulfur
powder at 400 �C for 0.5 h under N2 atmosphere. It is composed
of CoSx@C3N4 integrated with reduced graphene oxide, and it pos-
sesses a porous structure. It contains –C–O�, �C–C�, �C–C� (sp3)
(Fig. 9b), �C–S�, �N@C–N�, Co2+, Co3+, S2�, polymeric S22�,
�C@S�, and– C–Sn–C�, where the highly porous morphology with
sufficiently exposed active sites can facilitate its catalytic activity,
and that can possibly enhance its ORR/OER activity and ZAB perfor-
mance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10: 1.57 V) and ORR activity (E1/2:
0.78 V; n: 3.96) with low DE of 0.79 V. ZAB with CoSx@C3N4/rGO
exhibits OCP of 1.38 V. ZAB with CoSx@C3N4/rGO affords initial
polarization voltage of ~1.5 V with negligible increased polariza-

Fig. 8. (a) ORR polarization curves of Co-CoO/NrGO in comparison with CoO/NrGO and Pt/C (Mass loading: 0.21 mg cm�2; Scanning rate: 10 mV s�1; Rotating rate: 1600 rpm)
[123] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim). (b) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of Fe0.5Co0.5Ox-NrGO
through FeaCo1�aOx/NrGO hybrid [117], and (c) Charge–discharge cycling of ZAB with Fe0.5Co0.5Ox-NrGO as cathode at 10 mA cm�2 [117] (Reproduced with permission:
Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).
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tion voltage after 394 cycles at 50 mA with Zn plate as the anode
and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2�6H2O as the electrolyte.
Thus, various strategies including integrating Ni3FeN with NrGO
[128], and preparing CoSx@C3N4 integrated with reduced graphene
oxide [127], improved the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance.

2.5. Graphene with sulfides

Integrating CoS2 with N, S co-doped graphene oxide can
enhance the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Ganesan et.
al. [130] have observed that CoS2/N, S-GO exhibits high ORR/OER
activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by solid-
state thermolysis approach at 400 �C for 2 h using cobalt thiourea
and graphene oxide. It is composed of crystalline cobalt sulfide
nanoparticles, which are anchored on N, S co-doped graphene
oxide, and that can possibly enhance its ORR/OER activity and
ZAB performance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10: 1.62 V) and ORR
activity (E1/2: 0.79 V) with low DE of 0.83 V. ZAB with CoS2/N, S-
GO exhibits high capacity of 767 mA h g�1. ZAB with CoS2/N, S-
GO affords initial polarization voltage of 0.78 V with negligible
increased polarization voltage after 70 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with
Zn plate as the anode and 6 M KOH as an electrolyte.

Integrating CoSx with N, S co-doped graphene can enhance the
ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Geng et. al. [131] have
observed that CoSx@N, S-G exhibits high ORR/OER activity with
high ZAB performance. It was prepared by hydrothermal treat-
ment. It is composed of CoSx nanoparticles (~50 nm), which are
anchored on N, S co-doped graphene, and that can possibly
enhance its ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits
high OER and ORR activity. ZAB with CoSx@N, S-G affords initial
polarization voltage of ~0.95 V with negligible increased polariza-
tion voltage after 50 cycles at 1.25 mA cm�2, which indicates its
high performance.

Integrating NiCo2S4 with ultrathin S-doped graphene having
high specific surface area and the electrochemically active surface

area can enhance the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. Liu
et. al. [129] have observed that S-G/NiCo2S4 exhibits high ORR/
OER activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by
hydrothermal treatment at 160 �C followed by sulfurization pro-
cess at 300 �C for 2 h. They observed that S-G/NiCo2S4 exhibits
higher specific surface area and electrochemically active surface
area than NiCo2S4. It is composed of urchin-like NiCo2S4 micro-
sphere, which is encapsulated by the ultrathin S-doped graphene
(Fig. 9c). The porous 3D-interconnected network contains Ni, Co,
S, and C, which are uniformly distributed with high surface area
(227 m2 g�1), and high electrochemically active surface area
(14.1 mF cm�2). It exhibits ID/IG ratio of 0.91, which is higher than
0.79 of bare G, which suggests the generation of structural distor-
tion and defects, and it contains Co2+, Co3+, Ni2+, Ni3+, C–C/C@C, C–
O, C–S, C@O/O@C–O, and C–S–C, and that can possibly enhance its
ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high OER (EJ=10:
~1.56 V) and ORR activity (E1/2: 0.88 V; n: 3.86 to 3.96) with lowDE
of 0.69 V. ZAB with S-G/NiCo2S4 exhibits high power density of
216.3 mW cm�2. ZAB with S-G/NiCo2S4 affords initial polarization
voltage of 0.8 V with negligible increased polarization voltage of
about 0 V after 150 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as the
anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as the electrolyte,
while the ZAB powers a mini-fan (Fig. 9d), which indicates its
much high performance. Thus, several strategies including inte-
grating CoS2 with N, S co-doped graphene oxide [130], integrating
CoSx with N, S co-doped graphene [131], and integrating NiCo2S4
with ultrathin S-doped graphene [129] enhanced the ORR/OER
activity and ZAB performance.

2.6. Graphene with carbides

Preparing Fe3C(Fe) with N-doped graphitic layers as shell and
N-doped graphene as an interface layer can enhance the ORR activ-
ity and ZAB performance. Yang et. al. [132] have observed that Fe3C
(Fe)@N-GrapLy exhibits high ORR activity with high ZAB perfor-

Table 5
ORR/OER activity and zinc-air battery performance of various kinds of reported graphene with nitrides, sulfides, carbides, and other carbon composites based air catalysts [127–
133].

Air Catalyst (graphene with
nitrides)

ORR/OER activity Zinc-air battery performance Ref.

CoSx@C3N4/rGO EJ=10: 1.57 V; E1/2: 0.78 V; DE:
0.79 V; n: 3.96

OCP: 1.38 V; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of ~1.5 V with negligible increased
polarization voltage after 394 cycles at 50 mA with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH with
0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2�6H2O as electrolyte.

[127]

Ni3FeN-NrGO EJ=10: 1.63 V; E1/2: ~0.7 V; DE:
~0.93 V; n: 3.8

RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.77 V with negligible increased polarization voltage of
0.05 V after 180 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn as anode and 4 M KOH as electrolyte.

[128]

Air Catalyst (graphene with
sulfides)

ORR/OER activity Zinc-air battery performance Ref.

S-G/NiCo2S4 EJ=10: ~1.56 V; E1/2: 0.88 V;
DE: 0.69 V; n: 3.86 to 3.96

Power density: 216.3 mW cm�2; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.8 V with negligible
increased polarization voltage of about 0 V after 150 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as
anode and 6 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte.

[129]

CoS2/N,S-GO EJ=10: 1.62 V; E1/2: 0.79 V; DE:
0.83 V

Capacity: 767 mA h g�1; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.78 V with negligible increased
polarization voltage after 70 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and 6 M KOH as
electrolyte.

[130]

CoSx@N,S-G n: ~3.2 RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of ~0.95 V with negligible increased polarization voltage
after 50 cycles at 1.25 mA cm�2.

[131]

Air Catalyst (graphene with
carbides)

ORR/OER activity Zinc-air battery performance Ref.

Fe3C(Fe)@N-GrapLy n: 3.86 OCP: 1.53 V; Capacity: 790 mA h g�1; Power density: 186 mW cm�2. [132]
Air Catalyst (graphene with

other carbon composites)
ORR/OER activity Zinc-air battery performance Ref.

N-CNTs-G n: ~3.9 58 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V; RZAB: Initial polarization voltage of 0.87 V with negligible increased
polarization voltage of ~0.05 V after 240 cycles at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as anode and
10 M KOH with 0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as electrolyte.

[133]

EJ=10 (vs. RHE): Overpotential for OER to achieve 10 mA cm�2; E1/2 (vs. RHE): Half-wave potential of ORR at�3 mAcm�2; DE: EJ=10 � E1/2; n: electron transfer number for ORR;
ORR: Oxygen Reduction Reaction; OER: Oxygen Evolution Reaction; RHE: Reference hydrogen electrode; OCP: Open circuit potential; RZAB: Rechargeable Zinc-Air Battery;
Ref.: Reference; rGO: reduced graphene oxide; G: Graphene; GrapLy: nitrogen-doped Graphitic Layers; CNTs: Carbon nanotubes.
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mance. It was prepared by pyrolyzing a mixture of Prussian blue
(PB) and glucose at 850 �C for 6 h under Ar atmosphere. It is com-
posed of metallic Fe-cluster embedded in crystalline Fe3C nanopar-
ticles, which are enwrapped in N-doped graphitic layers (~5 nm),
where the interface layer between Fe3C(Fe) and graphitic layers
could be the N-doped graphene. It contains pyridinic N, pyrrolic
N, graphitic N and oxidized N, where pyridinic N and graphitic N
can facilitate the activity for ORR, and it possesses high surface area
(418 m2 g�1). The mesopores and macropores also can possibly
enhance its ORR activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high
ORR activity. ZAB with Fe3C(Fe)@N-GrapLy exhibits the high capac-
ity of 790 mA h g�1, the power density of 186 mW cm�2, and OCP
of 1.53 V. Thus, preparing Fe3C(Fe) with N-doped graphitic layers
as shell and N-doped graphene as interface layer [132] improved
the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance.

2.7. Graphene with other carbon composites

Preparing N-doped vertically aligned carbon nanotubes on gra-
phene foam can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance.
Cai et. al. [133] have observed that N-CNTs-G exhibits high ORR
activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared by the follow-
ing steps: At first, graphene was obtained on Ni foam by chemical
vapor deposition; Then, CNTs was grown on G/Ni foam by plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition, and the Ni template was
removed by submerging CNTs-G/Ni foam in 1 M/1M FeCl3/HCl
solution for overnight, while CNTs-G was activated by HNO3 solu-
tion; Finally, N-CNTs-Gwas obtained by coaxially polymerizing the
polyaniline on the sidewalls of the CNTs-G followed by carboniza-
tion at 800 �C for 2 h under N2 atmosphere. It is composed of N-
doped vertically aligned carbon nanotubes, which are supported

Fig. 9. (a) Charge–discharge cycling of ZAB with Ni3FeN-NrGO as cathode at 10 mA cm�2 [128] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim). (b) High-resolution C 1 s XPS spectrum obtained from CoSx@C3N4/rGO [127] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim). (c) SEM image of the S-G/NiCo2S4 [129], and (d) ZAB with S-G/NiCo2S4 powers a mini-fan [129] (Reproduced with permission: Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).
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by graphene foam, and it exhibits the ID/IG ratio of 0.60, and it exhi-
bits high surface area (101.1 m2 g�1). It contains 91.64 atomic % of
C, 2.11 atomic % of N and 6.24 atomic % of O; It contains pyridinic
N, pyrrolic N, graphitic N and oxidized N, where pyridinic N and
graphitic N can facilitate the activity for ORR, and that can possibly
enhance its ORR activity and ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR
activity. ZAB with N-CNTs-G exhibits 58 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V. ZAB
with N-CNTs-G affords initial polarization voltage of 0.87 V with
negligible increased polarization voltage of ~0.05 V after 240 cycles
at 10 mA cm�2 with Zn plate as the anode and 10 M KOH with
0.2 M Zn(O2CCH3)2 as the electrolyte.

Fabrication of nitrogen doped graphene nanotube complexes
can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Kong et. al.
[134] have observed that N doped graphene nanotube complexes
exhibits high ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was pre-
pared based on the hydrothermal treatment and annealing process,
where urea is used as the nitrogen source and boric acid (H3BO3) is
used as the splicing agent. It is composed of few-layer graphene
and carbon nanotubes, which have been randomly mixed; It pos-
sesses 3D porous nanostructure; It contains interconnected macro-
pores; It contains abundant defects; It possesses ultrahigh specific
surface area and pore volume; It contains high density of pyridinic-
N; It exhibits low charge transfer resistance; Thus, it could modify
the electronic structure, afford optimal adsorption with intermedi-
ates, expose abundant active sites, facilitate the charge transfer
process, enhance the conductivity, and that could enhance the
ORR performance, and that could improve the ZAB performance.
It exhibits high ORR activity (E1/2 = 0.89 V). ZAB with N doped gra-
phene nanotube complexes exhibits high open circuit potential of
1.54 V, large power density of 149 mW cm�2, high specific capac-
itance of 873 mAh gZn�1, and high stability.

Preparing heteroatoms doped CNT-graphene hybrids can
enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Huang et. al.
[135] have observed that N, S co-doped CNT-graphene hybrids
exhibits high ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was
derived from biomolecule (guanine), where it was obtained by
pyrolysis of the guanine-sulfate and OCNT. It is composed of N, S
co-doped CNT-graphene hybrids; It possesses 3D hierarchically
porous structure; Thus, it could modify the electronic structure,
afford optimal adsorption with intermediates, expose abundant
active sites, facilitate the charge transfer, enhance the conductivity,
and that could enhance the ORR performance, and that could
improve the ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR activity
(E1/2 = 0.87 V). ZAB with N, S co-doped CNT-graphene hybrids exhi-
bits high open circuit potential of 1.48 V, large power density of
188 mW cm�2, high specific capacitance of 800 mAh gZn�1, and high
stability.

Preparing porous carbon materials comprising of few-layer gra-
phene sheets and carbon nanotubes can enhance the ORR activity
and ZAB performance. Kong et. al. [136] have observed that
carbon-tube-graphene complexes exhibits high ORR activity with
high ZAB performance. It was prepared based on the hydrothermal
and pyrolysis treatments, where graphene nanosheets and carbon
nanotubes are used as building block, while boric acid (H3BO3) is
used as splicing agent. It is composed of few-layer graphene sheets
and carbon nanotubes, which have been self-assembled; It con-
tains hierarchical porous carbon materials having sponge-like
architecture; It contains interconnected macropores; It contains
defects; It possesses high surface area and pore volume; It exhibits
low charge transfer resistance; Thus, it could expose abundant
active sites, facilitate the charge transfer, enhance the conductivity,
and that could enhance the ORR performance, and that could
improve the ZAB performance. It exhibits high ORR activity
(E1/2 = 0.841 V). ZAB with carbon-tube-graphene complexes exhi-
bits high open circuit potential of 1.38 V, large power density of
65 mW cm�2, and high stability.

Preparing reduced graphene oxide modified heteroatom-doped
ultra-thin hollow carbon spheres can enhance the ORR activity
and ZAB performance. Sheng et. al. [137] have observed that
rGO@N doped hollow carbon sphere composites exhibits high
ORR activity with high ZAB performance. It was prepared based
on the self assembly followed by carbonization followed by
etching. It is composed of reduced graphene oxide modified
nitrogen-doped ultra-thin hollow carbon spheres; It contains
defects; It contains high density of pyridinic-N; Thus, it could
modify the electronic structure, afford optimal adsorption with
intermediates, expose abundant active sites, facilitate the charge
transfer, enhance the conductivity, and that could enhance the
ORR performance, and that could improve the ZAB performance.
It exhibits high ORR activity. ZAB with N doped graphene nan-
otube complexes exhibits high open circuit potential of 1.54 V,
large power density of 142 mW cm�2, high specific capacitance,
and high stability.

Preparing defect-rich carbon fiber having porous graphene
skin can enhance the ORR activity and ZAB performance. Wang
et. al. [138] have observed that defect-rich carbon fiber with
porous graphene skin exhibits high ORR activity with high
ZAB performance. It was prepared using high-temperature H2

etching approach. It is composed of defect-rich carbon fiber
with porous graphene skin; Thus, it could modify the electronic
structure, afford optimal adsorption with intermediates, expose
abundant active sites, facilitate the charge transfer, enhance
the conductivity, and that could enhance the ORR performance,
and that could improve the ZAB performance. It exhibits high
ORR activity. ZAB with N doped graphene nanotube complexes
exhibits high open circuit potential of 1.54 V, large power
density of 91.4 mW cm�2, high specific capacitance of 707
mAh g�1, and high stability.

Thus, various strategies including preparing N-doped vertically
aligned carbon nanotubes on graphene foam [133] fabrication of
nitrogen doped graphene nanotube complexes [134], preparing
heteroatoms doped CNT-graphene hybrids [135], preparing por-
ous carbon materials comprising of few-layer graphene sheets
and carbon nanotubes [136], preparing reduced graphene oxide
modified heteroatom-doped ultra-thin hollow carbon spheres
[137], and preparing defect-rich carbon fiber having porous gra-
phene skin [138] enhanced the ORR/OER activity and ZAB
performance.

3. Summary and outlook

The sluggish kinetics of ORR and OER are often considered as
the bottleneck of a variety of electrochemical energy conversion
technologies, including water electrolyzers, metal-air batteries,
and fuel cells. Hence, development of cheap and efficient ORR
and OER catalysts are essential, which not only be the alternative
for the expensive noble metal catalysts (ORR: Pt, OER: IrO2 or
RuO2, and ORR/-OER: Pt-Ru/C) but also bring the electrochemical
energy systems nearer to their theoretical limits. The ORR/OER
activity and zinc-air battery performance of several types of
graphene-based air catalysts such as graphene with non-metals,
non-noble metals, metal oxides, nitrides, sulfides, carbides, and
other carbon composites have been identified to develop promis-
ing ZABs.

Various strategies including creating defects on the gra-
phene [101], doping N with graphene [97], N-doped graphene
obtained through carbonization of natural rice [100], preparing
N-doped graphene with electron-withdrawing pyridinic N and
electron-donating quaternary N [102], preparing N-doped exfo-
liated graphene [106], S-doped graphene foam prepared from
food (idly) [103], preparing S, N co-doped graphene-like
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electrocatalyst [105], preparing defect enriched S, N co-doped
graphene-like carbon [98], B, N co-doped graphene with gra-
phitic N and BC3 [96], integrating holey graphene framework
with CNTs [104], and preparing N, P co-doped carbon frame-
work [99] enhanced the ORR/OER activity and ZAB
performance.

Moreover, several strategies including integrating Fe/Fe3C@C
nanoparticles with graphene framework [107], integrating NiFe
nanoparticles with graphene [115], integrating Vulcan carbon with
CoFe-N-rGO [116], preparing Co nanoclusters on N-doped carbon
[108], preparing Co/N/O tri-doped graphene [111], preparing
cobalt nanoparticles encapsulated in N-enriched graphene shells
with hollow graphene spheres [113], preparing Co, N-co-doped
CNT/graphene heterostructure [109], preparing graphene matrix
with Cu(I)-N active sites [114], integrating Ag NW with graphene
aerogel [112], and preparing Fe–N active sites and integrating CNTs
and graphene with MOF [110] improved the ORR/OER activity and
ZAB performance.

In addition, various strategies including preparing MnO2 nano-
film on N-doped hollow graphene [120], integrating Mn3O4 with
rGO-IL [125], integrating CoMn2O4 with NrGO [124], integrating
MnCoFeO4 with N-rGO [126], functionalizing graphene oxide with
1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride molecules [121], integrat-
ing Co3O4 with N doped graphene [122], integrating Co3O4 nano-
rods with reduced graphene oxide [118], preparing predominant
metallic Co with small fraction of its oxides anchored on N-
doped reduced graphene oxide [123], integrating amorphous
bimetallic oxide with N-doped reduced graphene oxide [117],
and integrating Fe-doped NiOOH with graphene-encapsulated
FeNi3 [119] enhanced the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance.

Moreover, various strategies including integrating Ni3FeN with
NrGO [128], preparing CoSx@C3N4 integrated with reduced gra-
phene oxide [127], integrating CoS2 with N, S co-doped graphene
oxide [130], integrating CoSx with N, S co-doped graphene [131],
integrating NiCo2S4 with ultrathin S-doped graphene [129],
preparing Fe3C(Fe) with N-doped graphitic layers as shell and N-
doped graphene as interface layer [132], preparing N-doped verti-
cally aligned carbon nanotubes on graphene foam [133] fabrication
of nitrogen doped graphene nanotube complexes [134], preparing
heteroatoms doped CNT-graphene hybrids [135], preparing porous
carbon materials comprising of few-layer graphene sheets and car-
bon nanotubes [136], preparing reduced graphene oxide modified
heteroatom-doped ultra-thin hollow carbon spheres [137], and
preparing defect-rich carbon fiber having porous graphene skin
[138] enhanced the ORR/OER activity and ZAB performance.

The vital factors governing the performance of ZAB should be
considered in future research to provide superior performance in
practical applications:

1. Recently significant efforts have been done to fabricate several
kinds of high performance air catalysts for ZAB but the high per-
formance air catalysts are very limited because of the poor elec-
trical conductivity, poor thermal stabilities, inferior cycling
stability, restricted specific capacity, and slower kinetic diffu-
sion. Hence, additional progresses are indeed necessary by fab-
ricating high performance graphene-based air catalysts
including graphene with non-metals, non-noble metals, metal
oxides, nitrides, sulfides, carbides, and other carbon composites.

2. Recently, several kinds of high performance graphene-based air
catalysts for ZAB have been reported. Nevertheless, very limited
facile synthesis route have been explored for the fabrication of
graphene-based air catalysts. Therefore, additional efforts are
obviously needed by exploring facile and green synthesis route
to diminish or alleviate the use or generation of hazardous sub-
stances for the fabrication of high performance graphene-based
air catalysts for ZAB.
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